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MEDIATION IN ALGERIAN LEADERS' DISPUTE

Ben Bella Accepts Arab League Secretary's Offer

Algeria, July 8.—The Algerian Information Minister, Mr. Mohamed Hafid, yesterday said that the Algerian Government was ready to accept mediation by Mr. Abdul Khaki Al Mecid, Secretary General of the Arab League, in the dispute between the Algerian leaders.

Mr. Yousif made the statement before leaving Algiers for Rabat, where he is to hold talks with Mr. Ben Bella, the President of the Arab League.

Mr. Ben Bella, has it been reported, already accepted the mediation offer.

Boutet adds: Secret talks aimed at calming the rift between Algerian leaders are expected to start in Rabat today.

Mr. Ben Bella, who has been having talks in Rabat with President Hissene El Djeirini of the United Arab Republic, is expected to return to Algiers today.

The third Mission from Algiers hopes to meet Mr. Ben Bella in Rabat, together with the Minister of State, Mr. Mohammed Elgahar.

No Crisis

M. Sadiq Moustapha, Algerian Prime Minister, however, said in a broadcast that there was no crisis and no possibility of a resolving.

He added: "In the last year, the people will decide.""...

PLANE CAUGHT FIRE

ROYAL AIR FORCE, July 8.—A police officer who witnessed the crash of a Royal Air Force bomber said yesterday that 80 people were believed to be killed in the explosion, an estimate which later proved to be too high.

The crash was described as a "terrible accident" and was said to have occurred over a vast area of the Northumberland countryside.

Two television engineers were killed in the crash and were believed to have been the only people killed.

In the explosion, 80 people were believed to be killed in the crash and were believed to have been the only people killed.
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The police, who were searching the site where the bodies were found, said they were using the same "Aidna" as at the Amfibia.
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Training Teachers Good Community Leaders

The present curriculum of the Primary Teachers' Training School (the Normal School as it may be called) includes English, Persian, English, mathematics, geography and history, drawing and sculpture, and agricultural education and physical training.

The second seminar is devoted to practical teaching, public administration, and the Ministry of Education's policy for the development of education in the country. It is held in the capital city of Kabul and is open to all primary school teachers, including those from the provinces.

Although the first seminar for all primary school teachers was held in 1978, the second seminar has been held every two years since then. The seminar covers a wide range of topics, from educational theory to practical issues faced by primary school teachers in their daily work. The seminar is a platform for teachers to share their experiences, discuss challenges, and brainstorm solutions to improve the quality of education in Afghanistan.

The seminar also provides an opportunity for teachers to network with their colleagues from different parts of the country. It is a chance for them to learn from each other and gain insight into the different teaching methods and strategies used in various regions.

The seminar is not only a training activity but also a means to foster a sense of community among teachers. It helps create a supportive environment where teachers feel empowered to discuss their experiences and challenges openly.

In conclusion, the Primary Teachers' Training School (Normal School) plays a crucial role in the development of education in Afghanistan. The seminars held every two years are instrumental in providing teachers with the knowledge and skills they need to improve their teaching methods and enhance the quality of education in the country.
A waterfall in "Tapah," a rich paint at the top of the hill and originally built by the Majesty the King, was decorated to the people three years ago. (Pugham). An open swimming pool is located below. Tapah, built and neatly built by the Majesty the King, was decorated to the people three years ago.

**Significance of Buddhist Pillars In Kabul**

By A. A. HOREMAD

Buddhists and scientists interested, which constituted the symbol pillar was, therefore, either built in Afghanistan's history and Buddhist faith. The pillar, it can during his time, or during the culture, hence in recent years, been preserved, was tapped with the reign of his successor, one picture and heard south above figure of "Chakar". The word, which named "dorokha", is the penultimate image of Buddha era, located in Chakar, Kabul, and its base, is intact. It is called "Charkh" or "The Red Pillar" because the mor-}

**Rwand & Brundi**

In 1962 (Cont'd, from Page 3)

The United States plans to orbit its first "Television" satellite tomorrow in a revolutionary attempt to link America, Europe with direct radio and television broadcasts through a "switchboard" hanging in space.

Success of the 37th experimental model will give all citizens of present and future generations the chance to view the first live television images simultaneously relayed within a week.

"Television" will officially open the era of global communication with "since" earth satellites. The programs and films have the unprecedented advantage of reaching every individual in his own home, without incurring the costs of a network of ground stations, a third of the world apart.

Ball Television Laboratories built the complex little satellite.

Scientists will try to put the test-satellite into orbit early tomorrow morning. If all goes well, "Television", an abbreviation of the phrase "Telephone Satellite" will orbit the earth's surface, and will be carried by rockets from Tokyo, a spaceport near space from France as a propaganda broadcast into South America, by 1963 or 1966.

Basically, the first "Television" will carry an elaborate device which will be able to receive signals from earth, amplify them and return them back again. The synchronous orbits, has to be the earth's revolution, is the basis for ground stations a third of the world apart.
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News In Brief

KABUL, July 6—A telegram has been despatched to India by His Majesty the King of Afghanistan on his birthday anniversary.

KARACHI, July 7—The Midnight delegation led by Mr. Abdul Karim Hashmi, the Auditor-General, arrived in Karachi yesterday to confer with the government. The delegation is expected to arrive today. A report from Karachi states that the ROK Touring Car, the acting Deputy Director of Commerce, is expected to leave for New Delhi on the same day.

EDITORIAL

Calamitous If Kennedy Is Robbed Of Power To Help India, Says Rusk

WASHINGTON, July 6—(Bendt) — Mr. Dean Rusk, the American Secretary of State, said yesterday that it would be "calamitous" if President Kennedy were robbed of his authority to aid India.

He added that he thought the possibility of any violation of troop laws "was not a fruitful path to go down."

Mr. Rusk added that he received no request from President Kennedy to suspend the United Nations questions.

Asked whether the United States will proceed or shirk a reduction of Western troops in Berlin, the Secretary of State said that this was not really a major point at issue. "It is the presence of Western troops in Berlin is a basic issue," he said.

TEMPORARY LEAVE

Amended the regulation of US troops to proceed in the Berlin Secrecy of the Moscow issued this week that the US troops were not made any satisfactory progress on the central issues of the question.

DEAD EIGHT TIMES BUT SURVIVES

SAN FRANCISCO, July 6—(Bendt) — George Poliak, 69, a San Francisco native and a former San Francisco police detective, was killed yesterday in a shooting incident in which he was killed each Monday by a hospital patient. The patient, who had been released from the hospital's emergency room, was shot in the hospital.

A hospital spokesman yesterday said his condition continued to improve and that he "was a 60-year-old man." No further details were available.

JAIL BREAK ATTEMPT

FLORIDA, July 6—(Bendt) — A nurse prisoner at the state hospital in Florida was reported missing. She was last seen at the hospital and was released from jail yesterday.

The Secretary of State said it had been decided that the United States would not reduce its troops in Berlin.

Mr. Rusk said yesterday that he had been advised of a report about a shootout in the basement of the Four怎么做 On the evening of June 16, according to the President's White House, "the Prime Minister made a statement that he would take the responsibility for the conditions of the country and that he would do everything in his power to ensure the safety of the people." The statement was read to the Prime Minister by a member of the government.
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